A3

1 BEDR OO M + DE N
ENCLOSED AREA: 552 - 556 SF
OUTDOOR SPACE: 109 SF

TOTAL: 661 - 665 SF

PI CAS S O CO LL ECTI O N
LEVEL 14
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N

09 08 07 0605 03 02

The developer reserves the right to make modifications and changes to features and finishes, brands, materials, building and landscape design, specifications, ceiling heights, number of floors, number of units, flooring patterns and floor plans without notification. Approximate suite sizes are computed from the outside
face of exterior walls, the outside face of corridor and common walls, and the centerline of walls adjacent to other strata lots. Approximate measurements for exterior balconies and terraces are computed from the outside face of exterior walls to the slab edges of the outside face of parapets. Balcony configuration and
size may vary floor to floor. Any flooring pattern shown on the plan does not indicate the actual wood or laminate, tile or paver, shape, size or direction installed. The same suite type may vary from floor to floor and/or be slightly altered depending on floor plate orientation. Window and mullion configurations may vary by
floor. Window systems may include panels, walls or other architectural features that may block views and reduce window glazing. Terrace areas may include planters. All matters will be governed entirely by the terms of the applicable disclosure statement and purchaser contract in each case. This is not an offering for
sale. Any such offering may only be made with the applicable disclosure statement and agreement of purchase and sale. Concord Galleria limited partnership E&OE.

A3

- ALT

1 BEDR O O M

ENCLOSED AREA: 462 - 466 SF
OUTDOOR SPACE: 121 SF

TOTAL: 583 - 587 SF

PI CAS S O CO LL ECTI O N
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N

09 08 07 0605 03 02

The developer reserves the right to make modifications and changes to features and finishes, brands, materials, building and landscape design, specifications, ceiling heights, number of floors, number of units, flooring patterns and floor plans without notification. Approximate suite sizes are computed from the outside
face of exterior walls, the outside face of corridor and common walls, and the centerline of walls adjacent to other strata lots. Approximate measurements for exterior balconies and terraces are computed from the outside face of exterior walls to the slab edges of the outside face of parapets. Balcony configuration and
size may vary floor to floor. Any flooring pattern shown on the plan does not indicate the actual wood or laminate, tile or paver, shape, size or direction installed. The same suite type may vary from floor to floor and/or be slightly altered depending on floor plate orientation. Window and mullion configurations may vary by
floor. Window systems may include panels, walls or other architectural features that may block views and reduce window glazing. Terrace areas may include planters. All matters will be governed entirely by the terms of the applicable disclosure statement and purchaser contract in each case. This is not an offering for
sale. Any such offering may only be made with the applicable disclosure statement and agreement of purchase and sale. Concord Galleria limited partnership E&OE.

B2

1 BEDR OO M + G U E S T
ENCLOSED AREA: 716 - 720 SF

PI CAS S O CO LL ECTI O N

OUTDOOR SPACE: 297 - 576 SF

LEVEL 14

TOTAL: 1,013 - 1,292 SF
Unit plan is an adaptable unit. Please ask your Galleria
sales executive for more info.
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Pull-out represents the extent of
terrace area for unit 1210 only.
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The developer reserves the right to make modifications and changes to features and finishes, brands, materials, building and landscape design, specifications, ceiling heights, number of floors, number of units, flooring patterns and floor plans without notification. Approximate suite sizes are computed from the outside
face of exterior walls, the outside face of corridor and common walls, and the centerline of walls adjacent to other strata lots. Approximate measurements for exterior balconies and terraces are computed from the outside face of exterior walls to the slab edges of the outside face of parapets. Balcony configuration and
size may vary floor to floor. Any flooring pattern shown on the plan does not indicate the actual wood or laminate, tile or paver, shape, size or direction installed. The same suite type may vary from floor to floor and/or be slightly altered depending on floor plate orientation. Window and mullion configurations may vary by
floor. Window systems may include panels, walls or other architectural features that may block views and reduce window glazing. Terrace areas may include planters. All matters will be governed entirely by the terms of the applicable disclosure statement and purchaser contract in each case. This is not an offering for
sale. Any such offering may only be made with the applicable disclosure statement and agreement of purchase and sale. Concord Galleria limited partnership E&OE.

C2

2 BEDR OO M
ENCLOSED AREA: 747 SF
OUTDOOR SPACE: 153 - 186 SF

TOTAL: 900 - 933 SF

Dashed line represents the extent of terrace area
for unit 716 only.

PI CAS S O CO LL ECTI O N
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N
The developer reserves the right to make modifications and changes to features and finishes, brands, materials, building and landscape design, specifications, ceiling heights, number of floors, number of units, flooring patterns and floor plans without notification. Approximate suite sizes are computed from the outside
face of exterior walls, the outside face of corridor and common walls, and the centerline of walls adjacent to other strata lots. Approximate measurements for exterior balconies and terraces are computed from the outside face of exterior walls to the slab edges of the outside face of parapets. Balcony configuration and
size may vary floor to floor. Any flooring pattern shown on the plan does not indicate the actual wood or laminate, tile or paver, shape, size or direction installed. The same suite type may vary from floor to floor and/or be slightly altered depending on floor plate orientation. Window and mullion configurations may vary by
floor. Window systems may include panels, walls or other architectural features that may block views and reduce window glazing. Terrace areas may include planters. All matters will be governed entirely by the terms of the applicable disclosure statement and purchaser contract in each case. This is not an offering for
sale. Any such offering may only be made with the applicable disclosure statement and agreement of purchase and sale. Concord Galleria limited partnership E&OE.

D7

2 BEDR OO M + G U E S T
ENCLOSED AREA: 939 SF
OUTDOOR SPACE: 160 - 378 SF

TOTAL: 1,099 - 1,317 SF
Unit plan is an adaptable unit. Please ask your Galleria
sales executive for more info.

PI CAS S O CO LL ECTI O N
Dashed line represents the extent of terrace area
for unit 411 only.
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The developer reserves the right to make modifications and changes to features and finishes, brands, materials, building and landscape design, specifications, ceiling heights, number of floors, number of units, flooring patterns and floor plans without notification. Approximate suite sizes are computed from the outside
face of exterior walls, the outside face of corridor and common walls, and the centerline of walls adjacent to other strata lots. Approximate measurements for exterior balconies and terraces are computed from the outside face of exterior walls to the slab edges of the outside face of parapets. Balcony configuration and
size may vary floor to floor. Any flooring pattern shown on the plan does not indicate the actual wood or laminate, tile or paver, shape, size or direction installed. The same suite type may vary from floor to floor and/or be slightly altered depending on floor plate orientation. Window and mullion configurations may vary by
floor. Window systems may include panels, walls or other architectural features that may block views and reduce window glazing. Terrace areas may include planters. All matters will be governed entirely by the terms of the applicable disclosure statement and purchaser contract in each case. This is not an offering for
sale. Any such offering may only be made with the applicable disclosure statement and agreement of purchase and sale. Concord Galleria limited partnership E&OE.

E3

3 BEDR OO M J R. + O P E N DE N
ENCLOSED AREA: 1,193 SF
OUTDOOR SPACE: 187 - 223 SF

TOTAL: 1,380 - 1,416 SF
Dashed line represents the extent of
terrace area for unit 416 only.

PI CAS S O CO LL ECTI O N
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N
The developer reserves the right to make modifications and changes to features and finishes, brands, materials, building and landscape design, specifications, ceiling heights, number of floors, number of units, flooring patterns and floor plans without notification. Approximate suite sizes are computed from the outside
face of exterior walls, the outside face of corridor and common walls, and the centerline of walls adjacent to other strata lots. Approximate measurements for exterior balconies and terraces are computed from the outside face of exterior walls to the slab edges of the outside face of parapets. Balcony configuration and
size may vary floor to floor. Any flooring pattern shown on the plan does not indicate the actual wood or laminate, tile or paver, shape, size or direction installed. The same suite type may vary from floor to floor and/or be slightly altered depending on floor plate orientation. Window and mullion configurations may vary by
floor. Window systems may include panels, walls or other architectural features that may block views and reduce window glazing. Terrace areas may include planters. All matters will be governed entirely by the terms of the applicable disclosure statement and purchaser contract in each case. This is not an offering for
sale. Any such offering may only be made with the applicable disclosure statement and agreement of purchase and sale. Concord Galleria limited partnership E&OE.

